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Mini Gauges
These gauges feature chrome cases with polished stainless steel bezels, 
strong chrome steel mounts, rubber mount handlebar clamps, accurate 
non-fluctuating indicators and 12-volt dial lights. They measure 2 5/8"-
wide x 2 1/16"-deep. Durable housings are water and vibration resistant. 
The speedometers require cables with 12mm threaded nuts.

Speedometers ONLY
The 1:1 ratio units fit 4-speed FL and FX models with transmission driven 
speedometers from 68-83. The 2:1 ratio units fit 54-72 Sportster and K 
models, and FL models with transmission speedometer drives from 47-67. 
They also fit Sportster, FX and FXR models with front wheel speedometer 
drives	from	73-90	(except	Softail	and	4-speed	FXWG	models).	The	2240:60	
ratio	unit	will	fit	Softail	and	4-speed	FXWG	models	from	84	thru	90,	and	
4-speed FL models with front wheel speedometer drives from 81 thru 
84. It may also be installed on Softail models from 91 thru 95 if the self-
cancelling turn signal feature is forfeited. 
27800 1:1 ratio with 140 MPH face
27810 2:1 ratio with 140 MPH face
310417 2:1 ratio with 180 KM/H face

Speedometer Kits with Cables
These kits feature the same high-quality speedometers listed above, and 
include a speedometer cable to facilitate installation.
310434 2240:60	ratio	with	MPH	face	for	Softail	and	4-speed	FXWG	models	

from 84-90, and 4-speed FL models with front wheel speedometer 
drives from 81-84. May also be installed on Softail models from 
91-95 if the self-cancelling turn signal feature is forfeited

27860 2:1 ratio with MPH face for Sportster and K models from 54-72, 
and FL models with transmission speedometer drives from 47-67

27861 2:1 ratio for Sportster, FX and FXR models with front wheel speed-
ometer drives from 73-90

27862 1:1 ratio for 4-speed FL and FX models with transmission-driven 
speedometers from 68-83

Speedometers with Resettable Odometers
The 2:1 ratio units fit 54-72 Sportster and K models, and FL models with 
transmission speedometer drives from 47-67. They also fit Sportster, FX 
and FXR models with front wheel speedometer drives from 73-90 (except 
Softail	and	4-speed	FXWG	models).	The	2240:60	ratio	unit	will	fit	Softail	
and	4-speed	FXWG	models	from	84-90,	and	4-speed	FL	models	with	front	
wheel speedometer drives from 81-84. It may also be installed on Softail 
models from 91-95 if the self-cancelling turn signal feature is forfeited.
310718 2240:60 ratio with 160 MPH face
27805 2:1 ratio with 140 MPH face
688058  Black housing 2:1 ratio with 140 MPH white face
27807 2:1 ratio with 180 KM/H face

Tachometers ONLY
27820 2:1 ratio for all models with mechanical tachometers
27821 Electronic tachometer for most models from 73-03
688059 Black housing white face electronic tachometer for most models 

from 73-03

Tachometer Kit with Cable
This kit features the same high-quality tachometer listed above, and 
includes a tachometer cable to facilitate installation.
27863 2:1 ratio for all models with mechanical tachometers

Replacement Parts
16041 Handlebar gauge clamp
27823 12-volt bulb (twist type) box of 10 
27824 12-volt bulb (push-in type) box of 10 
27852 Black vinyl speedometer cable for CC #27862 (53"-long) 
19084 Black vinyl speedometer cable for CC #’s 27860 and 27861 (38 1/2"-

long) 
310464 Black vinyl speedometer cable for CC #310434 (38 1/2"-long)
310497 Braided steel speedometer cable for CC #310434 (38 1/2"-long)
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